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Abstract

The acute or chronic infection of HIV1 resulting to AIDS pandemics is one of the major causes of morbidity and mortality worldwide. The infection, prevalence and propagation of HIV1 depend both on adaptive mutation in virus and host genetic factors. Virus infection to human CD4+ immune cells together is assisted and restricted by various host factors. Presence of mutations in CCR2, CCR5 and CXCR4 ligands SDF1 are associated to protection against HIV1 infection and restriction to AIDS progression. Globally, individuals in various populations harbouring CCR2 (64I), CCR5 (Δ32) and SDF1-3'A mutations are less susceptible to HIV1 infection and decipher delayed onset of AIDS. This review emphasizes the distribution and functional importance of CCR2 (64I), CCR5 (Δ32) and SDF1 (3'A) mutations in protection against HIV1 infection. Lastly the review discusses how CCR2, CCR5 and SDF1 can be explored for development of antagonistic for protection against HIV1 infection.
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Introduction

Infection of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-1, the causative agent of spectrum of disease known as acquired immuno deficiency syndrome (AIDS), is a global pandemics. The prevalence and pattern of HIV1 infection varies globally. Some countries are more affected from fatal consequences than the others and the infection prototype varies within the country itself [1]. Despite global awareness and implementation of prevention strategies, the infection of HIV1 has increased at alarming rates in different parts of the world [1]. Advancement in the field of immunology, virology and population genetics has enabled us to understand the complex biology of HIV1 infection. The prevalence of HIV1 infection and progression to AIDS depends both on virus and host genetic factors [1]. There is tropism in HIV1 infection. The M-tropic and T-tropic HIV1 mediate their infection to human CD4+ cells by viral coat proteins gp120 and gp41 respectively. For HIV1 infection the G protein coupled seven transmembrane C-C chemokines receptors CCR2, CCR5, CXCR4 of host are extremely critical [2]. The R5, X4 and R5X4 strain of HIV1 exploit host CCR5, CXCR4 and both CCR5 and CXCR4 receptor respectively for their entry to host cells. The expression status of these three host factors namely CCR2, CCR5 and CXCR4 ligand SDF1 (stromal cell derived factor 1) on CD4+ immune cells decides the prevalence, propagation of HIV1 infection. Individuals among different populations harbouring CCR2 (64I), CCR5 (Δ32) and stromal cells derived factor 1-3'A (SDF1-3'A) mutant allele are comparatively more protected against infection of M and T trophic strains of HIV1 [3]. The presence and distribution of mutant, minor and wild allele at CCR loci and their respective involvement in disease progression and resistance against infection are the key signature marks of host pathogen co-evolution. This review will discuss about distribution of CCR2 (64I), CCR5- Δ32 and SDF1-3'A, alleles in diverse populations and how much important these alleles are for their role against HIV1 infection. HIV1 infection, geographical distribution, resistance towards drugs and therapeutic has captured a massive attention of research in the field of molecular biology, epidemiology and population genetics. Lastly the review emphasizes the key question, how natural ligands (SDF1, RANTES, MIP1-α, and MIP1-β) and synthetic antagonists against CCR2, CCR5 and SDF1 can prevail protection both M and T trophic HIV1.

SDF1 and HIV1

The chemokine SDF1 is natural ligand of C-X-C chemokine receptor type 4 (CXCR4) has been investigated for its inhibitory role onto entry of HIV1 into its target CD4+ cells through bindings to CXCR4 which is a co receptor for T tropic HIV1 entry. However some study shows that it can exhibit dual role as inhibitor of viral entry and stimulator for expression of proviral gene through trans activation of HIV1 long terminal repeats (LTR). There are lots of controversies over SDF1 genotypes and its association to HIV1 infection [4]. Comparative meta-analysis at 95% confidence intervals (CI) for studies supporting and contradicting SDF1 and HIV1 association deciphered that, for healthy unexposed individuals, in comparison to WT homozygous, the pooled odds ratio (OR) for SDF1 heterozygous and SDF1 (3'A) mutant homozygous were 1.07, 1.38 and for healthy counterparts were 0.89, 1.15 respectively. From this study it can be said that there is no statistical significance for SDF1 genotype among healthy and exposed individuals that further suggest that SDF1 genotype might have limited effect on HIV1 susceptibility [5]. A genotyping study conducted on Thais population found that presence of SDF1 (3'A) allele induces production of chemokine SDF1 that functionally competes with HIV1 virus for its binding to CXCR4 [6]. Since SDF1 is a minor allele, population with lower minor allele frequency of this allele have lower resistance against HIV1 progression after infection [6]. The SDF1 genotyping study conducted on Brazilian population covering 161 asymptomatic patients harbouring HIV1 infection (ASYMPT) versus 617 patients with AIDS status (SYMPT) shows that individuals harbouring homozygous allele for SDF1 (3'A) either does not progress to the stage of AIDS and does not die from AIDS if retroviral therapy is availed suggest that presence of
SDI 3A mutation potentially involved in protection against late stage of HIV1 stimulated disease [7]. The fact further can be supported from in vitro studies on peripheral blood mononuclear cells from ASYMPT and SYMPT patients where PBMCs from HIV1 carrier ASYMPT patients express higher amount of SDF1. The MAF for indigenous Han population of china is 0.28723 for SDF1 (3'A) suggests that indigenous population might have more prevalence for HIV1 infection [8]. Apart from harbouring genetic variation SDF1 is natural ligand SDF1 and being that it can competitively inhibit infection of HIV1 virus (Figure 1). Overall it can be said that population harbouring higher MAF for SDF1 (3'A) alleles produce higher SDF1 chemokines that mediates protection against HIV1 infection by competitive binding to CXCR4 receptor of host CD4+ cells.

**CCR2 64I and HIV1**

CCR2 located on chromosome 3p21 is an important entry co-receptor for HIV1 virus infecting host CD4+ cells [9]. Presence of 64Valine to Isolucine mutation in the coding region of this gene has been credited for delaying disease progression that is supported by stable or decreased viral loads and showed decline in CD4+ cells populations in HIV1 infected patients. Identification and characterization of mutant 64I allele among individuals of a population has prospective for development of fusion and entry inhibiting factors [10]. Population genetics studies conducted on Kenyan population suggest that >78% of the individual infected with HIV1 harbours V/V wild type allele whereas only 4 out of 118 individuals, included in study had 64I homzygous genotype, suggest that host genetic factors are very important tool in predicting the epidemiology of HIV1 prevalence and progression for healthy individuals [11]. But this is not a universal fact that CCR264I completely protects against HIV1 infection. For example the Gabon population in 1990s remained protected from HIV1 infection where Maraviroc (Figure 2) is the first of the licensed antagonistic drugs available against CCR2 and CCR5 [12,13]. An independent study on indigenous Han population from China consisting of only few thousand individuals has minor allele frequency (MAF) 0.20023 where no individual are homzygous for 64I allele suggests that indigenous population might have higher prevalence of HIV1 infection [13].

In recent scenario analysis of global impact for 64V/I can be more promising then small scale studies considering that a meta-analysis of 19 of such individual genotyping studies on different populations which are descended from Africa shows that CCR2 (64I) allele among seroconverts is associated with lower risk for progression to AIDS with relative hazards (RH) value of 0.76 and decreased risk of death with RH 0.74. In association to CCR264I, after sero-conversion the level of HIV1 RNA (copies/ml) can be lower to -0.14 log but this allele had no concrete protective effect from death after development of AIDS [10,14]. Similar to other African populations the discordant couples of Zambian population, the HIV1 co receptor CCR2 64I haplotypes and diploptypes modulates viral load by index seropositive and HIV1 exposed seronegative [15]. In conclusion it can be said that overall distribution of CCR264I allele in a population favours protection against HIV1 infection but that is not a full proof guarantee as there are lot more environmental clues over genetic factors.

**CCR5 (Δ32) and HIV1**

Dendratic cells, Langerhans cells, macrophages and primary T cells predominantly express CCR5 [16]. This cell surface receptor located on chromosome 3p21, functions as co receptor for HIV1 entry to CD4+ cells and even since its discovery CCR5 is central to all studies on effects of host genetic factor on HIV1 infection [17]. Most of the individuals homozygous for CCR5 (Δ32) (a deletion of 32 base pairs consisting of nucleotides 794 to 825) display no clinical symptoms of HIV1 infection and appear healthy. Most of the new infections of HIV1 to the host are from the R5 strains of HIV1 that exploits CCR5 for entry into macrophages and primary T cells [18]. Genetic polymorphism of CCR5 as WT and CCR5 (Δ32) is one of the best documented studies showing how genetic polymorphism can regulate prevalence of disease in a population [19]. The homozygosity for 32 nucleotide deletion in coding region of CCR5 receptor (also known as delta32 allele of CCR5) does not produce functional protein that strongly hampers HIV1 transmission, whereas the heterozygous Δ32 allele can delay progression of HIV1 infection up to 2 years [20]. Presence of Δ32 mutation in CCR5 gene does not produce functional protein that correlates to the diminished progression of disease following a challenge with HIV1. Individuals homozygous for the allele CCR5 (Δ32) appear to be protected from HIV1 infection while progression to disease is delayed in heterozygous carriers. Approximately 1% of the Caucasian population harbours the homozygous allele of CCR5 (Δ32) that provides protection against HIV1 infection In European countries the allelic frequency of CCR5 (Δ32) is nearly 10% where 1% of the total European population is homozygous for this allele [20,21]. In contrast ingenious populations has lower MAF as it is observed in Chinese Han population as 0.00119 suggests that such populations might have more prevalence of HIV1 infection and lesser chance of protection from disease after infection [13]. Apart from the CCR5 (Δ32) allele the host can regulate infection of the M tropic HIV1 through natural ligands synthesized by host immune system against CCR5 (Figure 1) that mainly includes chemokines regulated upon activation T cell expressed and secreted (RANTES), macrophage inhibitory protein (MIP)-1α and MIP-1β.

**CCR2, CCR5 and SDF1 antagonistic in HIV1 therapeutics**

Most of the antagonistic drugs are available against CCR2 and CCR5 while little information available for SDF1 targeting drugs for HIV1 infection. Drugs against CCR5 are new class of armamentarium against HIV1 infection where Maraviroc (Figure 2) is the first of the licensed drug against CCR5, modifies extracellular domains of receptor through interacting to Glu 283 by salt bridge, Tbp86 by T-shaped π-π stacking and

![Figure 1: Natural ligand mediated inhibition of HIV1 infection.](Image)
hydrophobic interaction to Phe109 [22,23]. Cenicriviroc (also known as TBR-652 is developed by Tobira Therapeutics Inc, effectively can target both CCR2 and CCR5 simultaneously through exhibition of anti-retroviral and anti-inflammatory properties [24,25]. Acyclic nucleoside phosphonates (ANPs) is a class of antiretroviral drugs which inhibits HIV1 infection and replication through dampened the expression of CCR5 [26]. Among ANPs Cidofovir (also known as HMPC), Adefovir, Adefovir dipivoxil bis, Tenofovir and Tenofovir bis are the main compounds which affects phosphorylation status of cellular kinases leading dampened propagation of HIV1 in host cells [27]. Aplaviroc a lead compound derived from spirodiketopiperazine interacts to CCR5 at Glu 283 by salt bridge, Thr 195 by hydroxyl group and at Ile198-Thr115-Phe109 hydrophobic pocket by cyclohexyl group blocking HIV1 R5 strains infection, but unfortunately this compound showed liver toxicity in primary trials and discontinued from further modifications [23]. Although the structure of these antagonist is different from each other but still all of them share the same binding pocket onto CCR5 receptor with differential binding mode [28]. INCB 3284 dimesylate, BMS CCR2 22, JNJ 27141491, Teijin compound 1, RS 102895 hydrochloride, are selective CCR2 antagonist (Figure 1), where INCB 3284 dimesylate and JNJ 27141491 are orally bio available for their potency [29-33]. Gamma amino butyric acid (Table 1) is a potent inhibitor for SDF1 and it is explored well for its efficacy for inhibition of migration of CD133+ haematopoietic stem cells and progenitor cells but the same will be effective for HIV1 treatment or not is not explored well. A new class of CCR5 antagonist INCB009471 developed by Incyte (USA) effectively reduces the infection of four established clades of HIV1 and antiretroviral resistant viruses with physiologically normal CD4+ T cells count and reduced viral copies [34]. Furthermore it does not have any observed side effects but still there is a long leap for FDA approval for HIV1 therapeutics [35]. Monoclonal antibody PRO 140 against CCR5 can exhibit dose dependent antiviral activity but RCT and quasi RT comparing the potency are not sufficient for suggesting its therapeutics application, until unless large scale placebo studies are conducted on different populations [36]. Combination of Maraviroc with FLSC IgG1 can enhance binding of this antibody to CCR5 suggest that antagonists combined with antibody can exhibit stronger antiviral activity [37]. From these facts it can be said that CCR2, CCR5 and SDF1 are emerging targets for development of new generation of drugs for protection against HIV1 infection.

Summary And Future Directions

Globally the infection of HIV1 R5 or X4 or MDR strains is a major threat to human health, needs special attention for therapeutic advancement and development of positive attitude at community level for belief of survival among AIDS patients. This review have emphasized...
the distribution and functional importance of CCR2 (64I), CCR5 (Δ32) and SDF1 (3'A) alleles and their protective role against HIV1 infection. The availability of cost effective drugs, social and religious stigma, sex education and genetic transmission of HIV1 infection are major hurdle for cure and protection against this deadliest virus. This review points out the importance of natural ligand SDF1, RANTES, MIP1-α, and MIP1-β in AIDS therapeutics and how far the research exploring antagonistic against natural variants of CCR2, CCR5 and SDF1 have moved so far for protection against HIV1 tropism. The emotional care and removal of stigma of AIDS patient can't be tantamount without participation of family and community where individuals are affected from HIV1 infection. In this direction many of the community oriented research organizations like YRG cares in India and others from different parts of the world have stood strong in educating people about HIV1 infection threats and providing motivational support to HIV1 patients for procuring treatment and considering the importance of life and survival. For eradication of global HIV1 pandemics there is an immediate need of development of new class of drugs against single or multi drug resistant strains of HIV1. Identification of new host genetic factors as markers for diagnosis and prognosis of HIV1 infection, prediction of infection prevalence and pandemics through viral and host genetic factors can be the potential tools for development of new class of drugs, where all these things can be combined for host immunological protection profile for commencing personalized therapy of both ASYMPT and SYMPT patients (Figure 2).

Administration of human host with chemically synthesized antagonist drugs blocks functioning of chemokine receptor CCR2 and CCR5. This blocking inhibits entry of HIV1 to CD4+ immune cells (macrophages, primary T cells and Langerhans cells) that ultimately provides protection from HIV1 infection and protects host from infection (Figure 1).

Chemokine receptors CCR5 and CXCR4, localized on plasma membrane of CD4+ Primary T cells, macrophages and Langerhans cells mediates entry of HIV1 to these cells. Natural ligands MIP1α, MIP1-β and RANTES which are natural ligands for CCR5, indirectly blocks receptor mediated entry of M- tropic HIV1 virus while SDF1 the natural ligand for CXCR4 inhibits infection of T- tropic HIV1 though unavailability of receptor for viral infection (Table1).
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Table 1: CCR2, CCR5 and SDF1 antagonistic drugs.


